
As a marketer, you’re always looking for new ways 
to reach your audience—through email, on your 
website, with social media, and beyond. What if 
we told you that the next big thing in marketing 
isn’t in “the cloud”—it’s in the sky! Aerial and sky-
based marketing helps break through the clutter 
of traditional marketing, and drives consumers to 
action. By adding aerial and sky-based methods to 
your marketing mix, you’ll breathe fresh air into your 
messaging, and take your success rates to  
new heights.

Why the Sky?Why the Sky?
“Content marketing is so hot right now, but how can 
you truly take yours to the next level? I predict that 
in 2015 and beyond, marketers looking to be on the 
cutting edge of content will take to the sky. ‘I didn’t 
remember that awesome and personalized message 
written directly to me on the moon,’…said no one 
ever. Think about the impact!”  
     –Dayna Rothman,  
         Sky-Based Content Marketing Strategist Ninja. 
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“ Content marketing is so hot right now, but 
how can you truly take yours to the next 
level? I predict that in 2015 and beyond, 
marketers looking to be on the cutting 
edge of content will take to the sky. ‘I didn’t 
remember that awesome and personalized 
message written directly to me on the 
moon,’… said no one ever. Think about  
the impact!”  
    – Dayna Rothman,  
       Sky-Based Content Marketing Strategist Ninja 



In today’s ever-changing marketing climate, what’s the 
best way to get your message across to your potential 
consumers? How do you keep up with the trends in  
a marketplace of seemingly limitless innovation?  
Aerial and sky-based marketing, that’s how. 

Aerial and sky-based marketing techniques have come 
a long way from the method of single banners being 
pulled behind a single engine (though this strategy still 
has a certain “classic” charm). From paper airplanes 
to pigeons, aerial and sky-based marketing methods 
have evolved with the changing marketing climate—
and, due to the recent polar vortex’s effects on pigeon 
populations, the changing global climate as well.

“You can’t unsubscribe from the sky.”  
     –  Jessica Langensand,  

Sky Marketing Communications Consultant

The Sky’s the Limit The Sky’s the Limit 
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SKYWRITING MORE THAN THIN AIR

“ Do you know how much of the sky goes 
unwritten each year? The amount will  
shock you.”  
     –  Miles Gotcher, Sr. Director of Aerial and  

Sky-Based Marketing, Marketo

Skywriting is the perfect way to “make a 
statement” with your messaging, especially if your 
audience tends to miss your subtler cues. Delivering 
your messages via a single-prop Cessna has been 
shown to increase consumer awareness of a product  
50% more than typical print media. It is also 
one of the easiest ways to send simple messages to 
crowds at large-scale outdoor events.

.

2,194 people were surveyed after an aerial ad  
ran on Miami Beach.
  88% recalled the ad
  79% recalled what was advertised
  67% recalled at least half of the message
  42%  were too busy tweeting about the ad to  

actually see the ad

50%50%
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Being “full of hot air” isn’t always a negative.  
An extensive survey conducted with three executives 
during a recent elevator ride found that both hot air 
balloon and blimp advertisements were favored by 
executives between the ages of 35 and 57. 
Hot air balloons were preferred by females with 
household incomes over $100k.

BALLOONS VS. BLIMPS
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Carrier pigeon marketing gives you the ability to 
take your market segmentation to a whole new level. 
Pigeons are inexpensive to maintain, and can be 
depended on to deliver messages directly into your 
target’s hands.  
 
The latest addition to avian air marketing, owls, are 
favored by luxury brands—these distinguished carriers 
have been shown to positively impact a brand’s 
reputation among consumers.

“ If you are concerned about migrating 
your pigeons to our platform, don’t 
sweat it.  Marketo has been voted #1 
in bi-directional API and artisanal bird 
seeds for 10 years in a row.”   
     –  Mike Tomita, Director of Ornithological 

Integration and Sustenance, Marketo

CARRIER PIGEONS VS. OWLS
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Adored among the growing market of “green” 
consumers, messaging on recycled paper airplanes has 
taken the advertising world by storm. This messaging 
vehicle is fully bio-degradable, and doubles as a child’s 
toy. (Note: paper airplanes have recently come under 
fire when litigious customers complained of paper cuts, 
but safer prototypes are now in beta testing.)

PAPER AIRPLANES
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While writing on the moon is out of reach for marketers 
on tight budgets (a 30-second moon advertisement 
can cost more than a year of Super Bowl ads), moon 
messaging has come a long way since it debuted in the 
late ‘90s. Now popular among Fortune 500 companies 
and top political candidates, moon messaging is a 
powerful way to imbed your brand’s “face”  
in consumers’ minds. “ I often hear the question ‘Does moon 

messaging really work?’  The answer is 
undeniably yes. Everyone sees the moon 
– you can’t miss it. But can you measure 
impact? Absolutely! We use the formula 
A = πr2 * impressions – and that’s a lot!”    
     –  Heidi Bullock,  

Chief Moon Marketing Officer, Marketo

MOON MESSAGES
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Want to make a “big bang” with your branding? 
Need to tap into your audience’s emotions, but  
don’t have anything specific to say? Advertising  
with fireworks is your answer. Firework marketing  
may lack precision (and, to be fair, is difficult to  
brand) but there’s no better way to demand your  
audience’s attention.

PYROTECHNIC MARKETING



HAPPY
APRIL FOOLSHAPPY
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Marketing in the sky is the obvious choice for any 
marketer looking to reach and engage their  
audience in a unique way. Take advantage of the 
multiple messaging mediums, flexible delivery, limitless 
ad space, and enviable cost-per-propels. Get your 
head into the clouds—make aerial and 
sky-based marketing part of your winning 
strategy today.

CONCLUSION
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Marketing Software. Easy, Powerful, Complete. 

Marketo (NASDAQ: MKTO) provides the leading cloud-based marketing software platform for companies of all sizes to build and 
sustain engaging customer relationships. Spanning today’s digital, social, mobile and offline channels, the Marketo® solution includes 
a complete suite of applications that help organizations acquire new customers more efficiently, maximize customer loyalty and 
lifetime value, improve sales effectiveness, and provide analytical insight into marketing’s contribution to revenue growth. Marketo’s 
applications are known for their breakthrough ease-of-use, and are complemented by the Marketing Nation™, a thriving network of 
more than 190 LaunchPoint™ ecosystem partners and over 40,000 marketers who share and learn from each other  
to grow their collective marketing expertise. The result for modern marketers is unprecedented agility and superior results.

info@marketo.com
www.marketo.com
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